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Automatically update  
third-party applications 
Protect your software and systems against potential  
threats with Application Updates.

As the cyber-threat landscape continues to evolve, the need to 
protect and manage endpoints both efficiently and effectively 
becomes more and more difficult. To meet the challenge, you 
need a dedicated view of which systems require important 
security patches, and you must be able to push those updates 
remotely and automatically.

Application Updates for Central Premier is a patch management 
solution that allows you to quickly identify vulnerable third-party 
applications and automatically deploy patches to keep your 
software up to date and protected against potential threats.

With Application Updates, you can get a clear view into out-of-
date software and better manage your IT assets:

• Monitor computers for software that is outdated or at risk, 
including Adobe, Java, web browsers and more

• Push software updates directly through the LogMeIn 
dashboard to all or select computers and groups 

• Manage and perform multiple updates silently without 
interruption to end users or remote computers

• Automate software updates on remote computers to prevent 
future issues 

Central Premier customers using Application Updates have 
directly benefited from:

• Greater insight into a broader array of software on every  
computer in their LogMeIn dashboard

• Less time spent on maintenance and more time on strategy 
thanks to streamlined updates

• Stronger confidence in the security of their endpoints though 
proactive management of issues 

• Flexible, efficient control over their networks with automated 
and scheduled updates

Ready to get started with Central Premier? Request a demo to 
see it in action or visit www.logmein.com/products/central for 
more information.
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“Whether you’re a large corporation or a small company, Central can 
help you keep your most essential machines up and running. It lets us do 
everything we need to do in one place. It’s a phenomenal product.” 
Bob Arena
Manager, Direct Sales Desktop Support 
Aramark


